It is very pleasant to comply with the request of the Honorary Secretary of the Junius S. Morgan Benevolent Fund, and inform Pension Fund nurses of the happiness they have been the means of spreading this Christmas. At the last meeting of the Benevolent Fund it was found possible to devote a small sum to supplying some of the older nurses with the means to secure some little comforts at Christmas time. There are 36 pensioners now on the Benevolent Fund list, and out of these 16 were known to be specially needy and friendless. But thanks to the self-denial and generosity of those who have given so liberally to the Benevolent Fund, these sixteen old nurses have found friends at Christmas time, and each has received 5s. to provide good fare suitable to this season of rejoicing. Not only this. In one case a comfortable chair, and in another blankets, a warm petticoat, and a chair, have found their way to those sadly in need of such necessaries. It is delightful to think the pleasure these unexpected gifts have given. If any nurse who has joined in the good work of the Benevolent Fund is feeling sad and cheerless this Christmas time, surely the knowledge will be a consolation that she has brightened the lot of bo many less fortunate than herself. CARD. In connection with the Prince of Wales's Fund, which we are quite sure has the hearty sympathy of our readers so closely connected with the hospitals, a clever scheme lias been arranged fiis Christmas. Little albums bound in scarlet bave been prepared to receive tbe Prince of Wales's stamps, and thus act a a a collecting book for many annual subscriptions to the hospitals commenced in the Jubilee year for the sake of the Queen. The "TRUTH'S" DOLLS.
INSTEAD OF A CHRISTMAS
The exhibition of dolls and toys in the Albeit Hall during December 21st and 22ad was a sight to gladden the eyes and cheer the hearts of children and those who love them. It is quite out of the question to describe a tithe of the ingenuity and work bestowed upon these gifts intended to make the Christmas happy of sick children. One lady sent 400 dolls, another 300, and many sent batches of one or two dozen. Some of the large dolls were dressed in character; one represented the picture of " Truth," as seen on the cover of that journal. Unfortunately the classic lines of the di apery were marred by the fact that dolls, as a rule, are not anatomically graceful. The most charming, in our opinion, was a model of the Queen at the age of four, taken from a popular picture. But to say one was best among such a number of equal "beauties" is almost an impossibility. Whoever 
BEETON'S CHRISTMAS ANNUAL.
This is a capital collection of stories, "A Professional Beauty," by E. P. Train, being smart writing?and smart light reading, too. An admirable story-by the author of "Miss Bobbie," tells of the efforts of some small philanthropists to transform a street waif into a "real lady." Beeton's is a valuable shillings worth.
WINDSOR MAGAZINE CHRISTMAS NUMBER.
The "Windsor" Christmas Number is a wonderful pro duction. In addition to stories by Ian Maclaren, Guy Boothby, Zangwill, and L. T. Meade, a novel by Grant Allen, entitled " The Scallywag,", is given away. This is enterprise and generosity indeed, for the Christmas number in itself would furnish a whole week's reading. The illustrations are excellent, and the standard of the letterpress extremely good. 
